
Diving for Sponges 

IT'S MAY again, and fishermen of the sponge fleet of the 
Greek Island of Kalymnos in the Dodecanese group 

test their boat motors before embarking on their annual 
voyage to sponge fields in Greek and African waters. The 
98 ships in the fleet are partly financed by Marshall Plan 
aid and will return with approximately $1.5 million in 

sponges. 
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Grasping o sponge, a nude fisherman breaks water after 
a 10-fathom dive. Heavy flat rocks act as diving ballast. 
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Sponges of this size ore unusual. About 400 Kalymnians 
depend on the industry for livelihood. The sponges are 

processed and refined before they are exported eca photos 
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Smart mothers know 
meat helps guard 
baby against sickness* 

...feed Swift’s 
Meats for Babies 
every day! 

Shown in actual test feedings. Babies who ate meat 
had greater resistance to colds, tummy upsets, germs 

and infections than babies who received no meat! That’s 
because meat is one of our finest protective foods. Swift’s 
Meats for Babies are one of the best known sources of 
complete proteins—needed for growth and to build germ 
fighters (antibodies). Swift’s Meats for Babies are also 
tempting, top-flight source of natural B vitamins and 
food iron. Help keep your baby’s resistance up with a 

daily serving of Swift’s Meats for Babies or Juniors. 
Now there are seven! The famous line of Swift’s Meats 

for Babies—the original specially prepared strained and 
junior meats—now includes liver and bacon, plus: beef, 

kf lamb, pork, veal, liver and heart. All expertly 
i fc prepared, ready to serve at about half the cost 

of home-prepared meats! 

NEW Swift treat j 
for tots! Strained! 

LIVER and BACON j 

Only the finest 
Meats for Babies j 
are labeled Swifts j 
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